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What we’ll cover today

■ Why our ideas about God may be 

anthropocentric

■ The problem of evil

■ Spinoza’s God, immanence and emanation

■ Whether there remains a need for religion in 

order to live peacefully together



The Teleological Argument

■ …

■ …

■ …



The Teleological Argument

■ The universe has order, purpose and regularity

■ The complexity of the universe shows evidence 
of design

■ Such design implies a designer

■ The designer of the universe is God



Spinoza’s Ethics, Part 1, 
Appendix

■ Many of our confusions about God and the 

world arise from the way we think about it

■ Based on the prejudice that God acts with an 

ultimate purpose in mind, or final cause

■ It results in us imagining that the world must 

have been intelligently designed for us –

anthropomorphism

■ How does Spinoza criticise this? (He makes 

three points on p. 440-1…)





Anthropocentrism

■ We think that we’re free to do what we like, 

because we’re conscious only of our desires 

and choices, and not what’s caused them

■ When we act, we normally have a purpose in 

mind, and when we try to understand what’s 

around us, we do it in terms of its purpose

■ The world seems well-suited to meeting our 

own needs, so many reason that a human-like 

creator or ‘ruler’ must’ve put it all there…



What about misfortune?

■ ‘they seem to have shown only that nature and 

the Gods are as mad as men’!

■ What are the problems with this human-centric 

view?







Problem of evil

■ If God is an intelligent designer, why do terrible 

things happen so often – disease, earthquakes, 

genocide, death, cruelty to children or animals?

■ If God is an omnipotent, benevolent, omniscient 

being, as the traditional theistic claim goes, why 

would He allow (or create) evil?

■ Logical problem of evil: evil cannot logically co-

exist with an omnipotent God (Epicurus)

■ Evidential problem of evil: evil logically consistent 

with God, but lowers probability He exists







Problem of evil – solutions?

■ Beyond human comprehension: sceptical 

theists warn against trying to second-guess 

God’s motives

■ Evil may serve a greater good: it may be God’s 

plan to prevent something worse happening, or 

may aid our spiritual self-growth…

■ Free will: Evil is a consequence of God granting 

human beings free will (Plantinga)

■ Moral will vs natural will: bad events in nature 

are not caused by God but demonic forces 

(Augustine), whereas moral evil is human 

created

■ Are you convinced…?



Spinoza’s solution

■ Evil challenges traditional 

ideas about God

■ Either we take recourse to 

faith, or redefine what we 

mean by God

■ Rather than God’s will 

being a ‘sanctuary of 

ignorance’, Spinoza says 

we should rethink God 

altogether





Spinoza’s God

⚫ Everything that is, is in God, and cannot be conceived 

without God

⚫ Substance monism: the argument that there is only one 

underlying substance or basis of everything

⚫ God is not a creator or transcendent intervener. 

⚫ God is instead immanent, inherent within the universe

⚫ God is the sum total of all things and ideas in the universe 

– infinite, necessary, and perfect

⚫ We are finite parts or expressions of God’s power, which 

emanates through us

⚫ 'All things emanate necessarily from God's nature, and 

that the universe is God' - Letter 43



Spinoza’s God

⚫ God’s qualities cannot be grasped in human terms

⚫ God does not have ‘free will’ to do things differently – this 

is an anthropocentric error, nor does God have any ‘plans’ 

for the world – everything that is, must be

⚫ Spinoza’s God is more like what we’d imagine the 

universe, or all energy to be… deus sive natura



Substance   =     infinity of attributes

???

Extension Thought

a dog

a body

a ball

a mind

a circle

justice

Attributes

Modes

???







Emanationism

■ The view that all things flow from or manifest 

the underlying reality of God

■ Opposed to creationism (and materialism)

■ Plotinus (Neo-Platonism) first argued that all 

things emanate from the One, indivisible and 

identical with Beauty and the Good

■ The first emanation is Nous (the divine mind), 

from which the World Soul (including Nature), 

then human souls follow

■ Mystical goal of attaining ‘union’ with the One

■ Similar to Pantheism – that God is in all things







Fayd (emanation in Islam)

■ Neo-Platonism influenced Christianity, Islam, 

and many other traditions

■ In Islam, al-Farabi and Ibn Sina (Avicenna) 

stressed immanence over creation, arguing 

that God is an eternal emanator

■ The world arises out of God’s superabundance 

and good will

■ Al-Ghazali would later challenge this as limiting 

the absolute free will and power of God

■ But a re-union with the Absolute would have a 

lasting influence in Sufism



■ Quotes or activity





How should we live?

■ For Spinoza, God is an entirely impersonal 

force. We cannot connect with God through 

praying or hoping He will love or forgive us

■ So how then should we live? 

■ Are we even free to make choices?

■ And what purpose does religion have, if it is so 

often a ‘sanctuary of ignorance’?



'it signifies nothing other than a 

phenomenon whose natural cause 

cannot be explained on the pattern of 

some other familiar thing or at least 

cannot be so explained by the narrator 

or reporter of the miracle'

'For the sacred books were not written 

by one man alone, nor for the common 

people of a single period, but by a 

large number of men, of different 

temperaments and at different times, 

and if we calculate the period from the 

earliest to the latest, it will be found to 

be around two thousand years and 

possibly much longer.’





Maimonides (1135/38-1204)

■ One of the most important Jewish scholars and philosophers

■ The Guide for the Perplexed (1190) distinguishes the 

figurative meaning of biblical scripture from literal meanings

■ Much of what the Bible tells us about God being human-like is 

figurative (i.e. not actual)

■ God cannot have a body, or possess any positive 

characteristics, and can only be described negatively

■ Tries to synthesis leading Aristotelian science with scripture

■ Undermines basis for prophecy, miracles angels and astrology 

■ We should only believe what can be supported by rational 

proof, the senses, or trustworthy authority



Maimonides on evil

God created only good – and evil emerges where 

good is absent…

There are three kinds of evil:

■ Evil caused by nature

■ Evil that people bring upon others

■ Evil that someone brings upon himself 

- the source of most ills in the world, and which 

requires a stoical control of urges



How should we live?

■ If God is equivalent to Nature, then we 

understand God best through understanding 

the world around us

■ Spinoza calls on us to cultivate an intellectual 

love of God and to look at the world from the 

perspective of eternity, sub specie aeternitatis

■ His ethics and his religious writings share a 

common goal to outline a good life based on 

friendship, cooperation, learning and leisure

■ A life not freed from emotions, but as enjoyable 

as possible



“It is the part of a wise man, I say, 

to refresh and restore himself in 

moderation with pleasant food 

and drink, with scents, with the 

beauty of green plants, with 

decoration, music, sports, the 

theatre, and other things of this 

kind, which anyone can use 

without injury to another.” –

Spinoza, Ethics

‘Everything that is made beautiful 

and fair and lovely is made for 

the eye of one who sees’ – Rumi, 

Masnavi.



How should we live?

■ The role of religion is simple: to help people live 

better together… 

■ Providing simple moral rules and beliefs that 

encourage people to help each other, value 

community and learning, and deal with the 

necessary difficulties and uncertainty of life

■ While Spinoza is keen to separate faith from 

reason, theology from philosophy, and argues 

for religious toleration

■ He still makes the case that religion is often a 

necessary and potentially useful aid to us



Do we need God now?

■ Do we need to hold onto a traditional theistic 

view of God as a personal, omnibenevolent and 

omnipotent creator, in order to believe in human 

freedom and choices?

■ Are you convinced by Spinoza’s substance 

monism or emanation?

■ Does Spinoza give us enough to live up to the 

difficult and uncertain demands of viewing the 

world and our place in it sub specie aeternitatis?



Next week…

■ We will turn to Montaigne, Pascal, Al-Ghazali and 

Kant on obedience and faith

■ Please watch the videos on Moodle and read up 

about Montaigne’s Fideism, Pascal’s wager, and 

the Islamic philosopher Al-Ghazali

■ I will put up some relevant further reading links this 

evening

■ Any questions, do email me! 

Dan.taylor@marywardcentre.ac.uk
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